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Letters from the chair

Nawat Tipmanee

Hello! My name is Nawat, and I’m one of your chairs for HMUNC 2021. I’m a freshman at Herricks

High School and this is currently my �rst time ever taking MUN as a class. I have previously attended

one conference, and HMUNC will be my �rst time chairing. I like to play tennis and cook Thai food.

I’m so excited to chair this year’s conference and to hear all of your thoughts and possible solutions to

our topics. We chose these topics because of their prevalence in the world today, and their importance

to animals worldwide. We hope this background guide helps you in your research and during

HMUNC. We’ll see you then, and I hope you’ll �nd these topics interesting to learn about. I look

forward to meeting you and being your chair at HMUNC.

Imaan Jummani

Welcome to HMUNC! My name is Imaan and I am currently a junior atHerricks High School. It is my

�rst time taking Model UN, I have attended one MUN conference previously, and it will be my �rst

time chairing. Outside of Model UN, I enjoy reading and doing art. I hope you will all enjoy our

simulation of the Animal Rights Conference this year. I am looking forward to meeting all of you and

being your chair this year at HMUNC!
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How to Use This Guide

In our simulation, you will be acting as prominent �gures in the world of animal rights. We will be
discussing the treatment of livestock and illegal wildlife tra�cking.The topics that we are dealing with
are serious and should not be taken lightly.

This guide will provide all information necessary for you to prepare, but we encourage you to do extra
research as well. In order to e�ectively represent your position, learning and understanding the
background and landscape of animal rights is essential.

See the �nal section of the guide for a description of your speci�c character and your position on the
topics. To prepare for debate you will be submitting a position paper for one topic.

Position Paper Format
Delegates are required to write at least ONE position paper that addresses one topic to attend

HMUNC. Position papers should be no more than one page and must be written in Times New

Roman, font size 12, and with standard margins. Position papers should follow the format below:

Paragraph 1:
● Who is your character?
● What is their stance on Animal Rights ? Are you in support of or against the
● current situation?
● What job or position does your character hold? How does this relate to the topic?
● What does your character stand for? Why are they important?

Paragraph 2:
● What have you done previously in terms of this topic? Be SPECIFIC!
● List any important actions or statements your character has made or done

○ Explain why this is important and how this shows your character's beliefs
● Has your position/stance changed in any way? If so, why?

Paragraph 3:
● What does your character want to do? How will they �x the problem and �nd a

solution?
● List a few goals in committee that your character may want to accomplish
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● How are you going to speci�cally achieve these goals? What is a long term story
arc that you plan to develop to achieve these ends in committee?

Position papers are due May 26th: EMAIL ALL POSITION PAPERS TO

arc.hmunc16@gmail.com

General Background

What is the ARNC?

The ARNC (Animal Rights National Conference)

is a convention formed by the FARM (Farm Animal

Rights Movement), focusing on solutions to

improve the quality of life for all animals using

methods such as activism and legal action.

History of  the animal rights movement

The idea of animal rights dates back to 1822, when the Martins Act was passed by the British

Parliament to protect horses, oxen, cattle, and sheep from unnecessary cruelty.1 In 1824, The Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals was formed in

England to enforce animal protection laws and still exists

today.2

However, the movement only gained wider public

attention in 1965 when the Sunday Times of London

argued for better treatment of animals. This article was

2 "About Us." ASPCA, www.aspca.org/about-us. Accessed 12 May 2021.

1"Martin's Act." Britannica, www.britannica.com/topic/Martins-Act. Accessed 12
May 2021.
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popular among philosophers and the general public for its “vigorous unsentimental polemic”.3

Since that time, animal rights organizations have assisted animals through activism and by

passing laws in support of animal rights. Today, the animal rights movement is considered a

mainstream concern for philosophers, lawyers, and the general public.

How ANRC was formed

The ANRC was founded in 2000 by Dr.

Alex Hershaft, the founder of the

Vegetarian Information Service  promoter

of a vegetarian diet. In the years prior, the

VIC organized  Action For Life, which

launched the American animal rights

movement in 1981. These meetings

continued  annually, switching organizers in 2000 when the responsibility was given to FARM.4

What has ARNC done?

ARNC provides aid for abused animals in  captivity

who have lost their habitat, are on the brink of

extinction, are victims of factory farming  and

experimentation, and more. Di�erent organizations

have hosted conferences to bring justice to animals by

fundraising, publicizing, and direct legal action. ARNC

is dedicated to the notion that animals should live free

from human exploitation.5

5 "ANRC Main Page." ANRC, arconference.org/. Accessed 12 May 2021

4The Brains behind the great American meatout." Vegnews, vegnews.com/2012/3/
the-brains-behind-the-great-american-meatout.

3 Cellular. 9 Oct. 2017, cellulr.wordpress.com/2017/10/09/the-rights-of-animals/.
Accessed 12 May 2021.
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Topic A:

The Treatment of  Livestock
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Inhumanity of  Slaughter

Around the world, the mistreatment of livestock  in unethical

work environments is one of the leading examples of animal abuse.6

Factory farming- a more formal term for livestock abuse-

involves animals such as poultry, pigs, cattle, sheeps, goats, and horses

held in intense and strict environments. In the United States, 99% of

farm animals are raised on factory farms.7 Animals on factory farms

grow unnaturally fast, three times greater than if they were left alone. As

a result, according to the UN, the number of industrial livestock sent to

slaughter each year is equivalent to eight times the human population on

Earth.8

Slaughterhouses

There are three main methods of slaughter used in the industry.9

● Electric: a current passes through the brain to instantly render

the animal unconscious. If they would like to kill the animal

they would run the current through the heart.

● Percussive: This method of slaughter usually  involves a captive

bolt stunner. A stunner renders an animal instantly unconscious

with a steel rod inserted into the cattle’s skull using either

compressed air or a blank cartridge.

● Gas:  Another method of rendering animals unconscious involves

Co2 which acts as an anesthetic.

After the cattle is “stunned”, it is then hung where it bleeds to

death. Then, the carcass will go on to be skinned and processed. This

9 Grandin. www.grandin.com/humane/rec.slaughter.html. Accessed 12 May 2021.
8 Ibid
7 PetPedia. 2 Feb. 2021, petpedia.co/factory-farming-statistics/.
6 Animal Equality. 2 Feb. 2016, animalequality.org/news/ why-factory-farming-is-the-largest-cause-of-animal-abuse-in-history/.
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whole system from stunning to skinning takes only 15 minutes to complete if everything goes

smoothly, which is more likely to happen if the animals are processed humanely.

Humane slaughterhouses have many advantages in terms of food quality, including less tough

meat due to lack of adrenaline and workers are more safe due to less stressed livestock (stressed livestock

are more likely to kick). Humane methods of slaughter will instantly render the animal unconscious

and unable to feel pain. This is an example of a well managed humane slaughterhouse.

How Factory Farming A�ects Humans

Factory farming doesn't just a�ect the animals that live on the farm, but also the people that

consume the meat that is produced on factory farms. The unnatural feeds, hormones, and excessive

quantities of antibiotics used put the consumers at risk for chronic disease, obesity, and drug-resistant

bacteria, and pose the threat of disease outbreaks.10 Inhumane plants can cause stress on an animal

which can lead to bleeding and bruising. This also leads to contamination, causing illnesses from brain

damage and depression to miscarriage and birth defects for the human population. Because farming

operations house tens of thousands of

animals in close quarters, it is the ideal place

for diseases to form. The Centers for Disease

Control (CDC) estimates that each year,

more than 2.8 million people in the United

States contract antibiotic-resistant infections

and more than 35,000 die from such

infections.11 A 2013 study by Johns Hopkins

Bloomberg School of Public Health found an association between living near high-density pig

operations or crop �elds fertilized with manure from high-density pig operations and

methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, commonly referred to as “MRSA.”12

12 Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. 16 Sept. 2013 ,www.jhsph.edu/
news/news-releases/2013/casey-schwartz-mrsa.html.

11 Animal Welfare Institute. awionline.org/content/ inhumane-practices-factory-farms.

10 Farm Sanctuary. www.farmsanctuary.org/issue/public-health/. Accessed 12 May
2021.
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80% of the antibiotics used in the U.S. are for agricultural use. The overuse of antibiotics

generates conditions that �re the rise of antibiotic-resistant bacteria in animals and humans. When

these antibiotic-resistant bacteria spread to humans through our food supply, animal to human

transfer on farms, or contaminated waste they can cause grave or even lethal antibiotic-resistant

infections in people.13

Scientists have proven that there is a link between exposure to the toxic chemicals found in

animal waste and the development of neurological problems, including brain damage and depression.

Diseases such as H1N1 (swine �u), SARS and MERS (avian �u), and COVID-19 are transferable from

animals to humans. “Experts believe that the outbreak of H1N1 (spanish �u pandemic) was likely

caused by the overcrowding of pigs on factory farms and the storage of their waste in giant manure

lagoons.14

How Factory Farming is A�ecting the Environment

Factory farming also a�ects our environment,

contributing to global warming, pollution,

and deforestation. It is estimated that 14,400

acres of rainforest are cut down each day to

make space for cattle farming- that's one acre

destroyed every six seconds! The industrial

livestock production process has contributed

to the 90% of the Amazon rainforest that has been cut down in the last 50 years.

Around 260 million acres of forests in the United States have

been cut down to produce crops as food for the farm animals.

According to the EPA, factory farming is the top cause of

water waste in the US. Just the creation of one pound of meat uses 2,400

gallons of water, and 70% of consumable freshwater is used for agricultural

purposes. This includes water for the animals and water for the crops they eat.

14 Peta. www.peta.org/issues/animals-used-for-food/health-risks-meat-industry/.

13 Food & Water Watch. 9 Mar. 2021, fwa2020prod.wpengine.com/2021/03/09/
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Only 1% of the freshwater available on earth is consumable by humans, which means we are giving

most of our water resources to the agricultural industry.15

Economic Impact of  the Meat Industry

The meat and poultry industry makes up the largest segment of US agriculture, 5.6% of GDP16. The

global industry is worth over two trillion dollars;

the largest meat corporation is  Brazilian-based JBS

which makes over �fty billion in sales per year. This

re�ects the vast global demand for meat.17 This

translates to 9 billion chickens, 32.2 million cattle

and calves, 241.7 million turkeys, 2.2 million sheep and lambs, and 121 million pigs. This industry also

makes up 5.4 millions jobs & $257 billion in pay18. Any restrictions that lessen the amount of meat

produced would have a signi�cant impact on the US economy.

Questions to Consider:

● What are some immoral practices in animal slaughter in the food industry?

● How could we implement/improve the slaughtering methods in other plants and why?

● How and why should we reduce the ecological impact of factory farming?

● How would restrictions on the meat industry a�ect the economy?

18North American Meat Industry. 2017, www.meatinstitute.org/index.php?ht=d/sp/i/
47465/pid/47465. Accessed 12 May 2021.

17Census. www.census.gov/glossary/#term_Populationestimates. Accessed 12 May 2021

16IDTechEx. 25 Mar. 2020, www.idtechex.com/en/research-article/
the-meat-industry-is-unsustainable/

15 PetPedia. 2 Feb. 2021, petpedia.co/factory-farming-statistics/.
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Topic B:

Illegal Wildlife Tra�cking
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The Crime of  Poaching

Poaching is the crime of illegally killing wild

animals for monetary gain. This includes elephants

for their tusk, rhinos for their horns, and apes for

their limbs and meat. These animal parts are used for

traditional medicines and practices, and for meat.

Smaller animals like lizards and monkeys are also

threatened by poaching. Poaching has resulted in the extinction of endangered animals. Poached

animals can also spread diseases, such as Ebola and SARS.19

Hunting vs Poaching

There is an important distinction between poaching and hunting. Hunting is legal while

poaching is not, but the distinction depends on national laws. Tribal hunters can become poachers

overnight if governments declare their land a conservation or national park20. Furthermore, hunting is

regulated by governments and can be done for survival, regulation, or recreation. Poaching is an illegal

action done for monetary gain.

The Black Market

The black market is by de�nition, the location of illegal trade. Some

of the animal black markets describe themselves as legal, by lying about the

date of the “production” or their ivory to circumvent international

restrictions. For example, Cecil the lion was protected as part of a University

of Oxford research study when he was killed by a dentist who was told that

he could be legally hunted. The internet hosts the global black market for

20 BBC. 29 July 2015, www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-33699347. Accessed 12 May 2021.

19WWF. www.worldwildlife.org/threats/illegal-wildlife-trade. Accessed 12 May 2021
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exotic pets and animal parts, used for everything from medicines to leather boots and skin rugs. People

all over the world can make deals to purchase illegal animal products, knowingly or unknowingly.

People in the black market are heavily using Facebook, with 2.6 billion monthly users buying and

selling animals in dozens of countries and an expanding portfolio of former competitors, including

Instagram and WhatsApp.21

Anti-Poaching Solutions

Many countries are trying to end illegal poaching by making it

punishable by prison time or �nes; the bigger the pro�t the longer the

punishment. Nonpro�t organizations also helping to stop poaching by

promoting an alternative for poachers to earn a living22. People are also

working to end poaching by decreasing  demand for illegal wildlife and

wildlife parts. If people are not pro�ting from poached animals, then

they will stop hunting and selling them.23

One solution that the World Wildlife Foundation ( WWF)  had come up with using the

technology we have today involves infrared cameras in Kenya. WWF used a grant from Google to

engineer a new thermal and infrared camera and software system that can identify poachers from afar

and warn park rangers if they are nearby.  WWF plans to work with parks and private landowners

across Africa to gain access to this technology.24

Other solutions include animal conservations where people and communities come together to try

and stop poaching. An example would be the Amara Conservation which raises awareness to the

problem of poaching in local communities, working with them to �nd solutions to this problem in

their community.25

25 Amara Conservation. amaraconservation.org/. Accessed 12 May 2021.

24 WWF. www.worldwildlife.org/stories/
wwf-develops-a-new-technology-to-stop-poachers-in-their-tracks. Accessed 12
May 2021.

23 "Stopping Wildlife Crime." WWF, wwf.panda.org/discover/our_focus/
wildlife_practice/wildlife_trade/wildlife_crime_initiative/stop_wildlife_crime/.
Accessed 12 May 2021.

22 Lori Bergemann- animal conservationist

21 National Geographic. 18 Dec. 2020, www.nationalgeographic.com/animals/article how-internet-fuels-illegal-wildlife-trade.
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Poaching however is a broad term and there are many di�erent types of poaching with di�erent

viable solutions. For example, zoos barter instead of just purchasing animals to prevent poachers from

smuggling animals for pro�t.

Questions to Consider:

● Other than for ethicality, what are some reasons for why poaching should be stopped?

● In what situations would the killing of an animal be considered hunting and when would it be

considered poaching?

● What are some ways governments could prevent the illegal sale of animals and animal parts?

● What is a solution that you can think of or how can you expand on current solutions regarding

poaching?
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Positions
Corporate Owners

Marty Smith
Marty Smith is a rancher and lawyer who is the president of NCBA (National
Cattlemen’s Beef Association). The NCBA is a trade organization representing
millions of cattlemen and beef producers in america. A primary way NCBA does
this is through marketing and lobbying. NCBA also runs the cattle industry
convention and holds meetings with prominent �gures of the livestock industry.

James C. Foster
James Cli�ord Foster is the chairman and chief executive o�cer of Charles
River Laboratories, Inc., an international company that participates in the
discovery and development of drugs. Charles River Laboratories is the world's
largest breeder of animals for use in laboratory experimentation.

John H. Tyson
John H. Tyson is the chairman/ex CEO of Tyson foods, the world's second
largest food processing company in the world and largest exporter of beef in the
United States. John also owns multiple subsidiaries of Tyson foods which
include brands you may recognize like Jimmy Dean, Hillshire Farm, Ball Park,
Wright Brand, Aidells, and State Fair. Tyson foods is ranked no.79 in the world
by Fortune 500 by annual revenue.
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Anshu Pathak
Pathak is a proli�c seller of exotic meats. He owns a 13 acre farm in Perris,
Calif where he raises the animals free-ranged and allegedly with love.
Nonetheless, he still kills them for their meat and sells them to the rich and
famous whose names he will not disclose. He sells almost every meat
including a lion which goes for 50,000 dollars a pound; however, he will
not sell dog meat and legally cannot sell monkey meat.

Jim Perdue (CEO of  Perdue farms)
Jim Perdue has been the chairman and advertising spokesperson of Perdue Farms
since 1991. Jim became chairman in 1991 and also took over as advertising
spokesman.26

Chris Kempczinski
Chris Kempczinski is the current president and CEO of Mcdonald's, the
largest restaurant chain in the world with 37,000 locations globally.

Ian Read
Ian Read is the executive chairman of pharmaceutical giant P�zer. P�zer
experiments on animals with the drugs that they created in laboratories.

Rajkumar Praja
Rajkumar Praja is one of Nepal’s most wanted wildlife criminals, and he and his
accomplices have been known to have killed 20 rhinos in Chitwan National Park. He
has been charged for poaching and trading rhino horns internationally, and he is the
ringleader of a major transcontinental wildlife crime network that illegally sells coveted
animal parts.

26 Wikipedia. 27 Mar. 2021, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Perdue.
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Animal Activist Corporate Leaders

Nathan Runkle
Nathan Runkle is the founder of Mercy For Animals (MFA). Born on a farm in
rural Ohio, Ruckle was always close with farm animals. After an incident in his
local highschool- during an agricultural project a piglet was smashed against the
concrete �oor -Ruckle decided to found MFA (Mercy For Animals). Mercy For
Animals is a prominent animal rights organization which has conducted over sixty
�ve investigations on the mistreatment of animals and also advises many
components on the treatment of livestock.

Jane Velez-Mitchell
She is the founder of #JaneUnChained, a digital news network for
animal rights and vegan lifestyle, showcasing  vegan festivals,
animal rights conferences, organizations, vegan restaurants, and
cooking. In July 2009, the Farm Animal Rights Movement
awarded Velez-Mitchell the Celebrity Animal Activist Award at
the Animal Rights 2009 National Conference. In 2013, Mercy for
Animals awarded her their Compassionate Leadership Award.

Alex Pacheco ( Co-founder Peta)
Alex Pacheco is an American animal rights activist and co-founder of
PETA along with Ingrid Newkirk. After observing the inside of a
slaughterhouse, Alex decided to spend his life helping animals. In
university, he campaigned against leghold traps and animal castration
without anesthesia. After university, Alex founded PETA and has directly
taken action against numerous cases of major animal abuse which includes
the silver spring monkey case, snare traps in Hawaii, dogs at the Pentagon
Wound Lab, 14,000 horse slaughter cases, etc. These are high pro�le cases
that Alex has directly contributed to.
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Virginia Busch (CEO, Endangered Wolf  Center)
For eight years, she served as Conservation Ambassador for SeaWorld and
Busch Gardens as well as the president of the SeaWorld & Busch Gardens
Conservation Fund. She also served as media spokeswoman for
environmental e�orts at the parks. Busch contributes to conservation and
animal welfare at home and abroad as both chair of the National Council and
a Board member for World Wildlife Fund, and as a board member for Wild
Earth Allies and the Humane Society of Missouri.

Gregory Castle
Gregory Castle is a co-founder and currently CEO of the Best Friends Animal Society. Gregory has
been trying to get Utah to become a no-kill state and is responsible for  the
state of animal welfare in all of Utah. Gregory is responsible for the creation
of what became No-Kill Utah, a coalition of animal welfare and rescue
organizations, animal control o�cers, veterinarians, schools and animal
lovers collaborating to deliver aggressive spay/neuter, adoption, and public
awareness programs for the state’s homeless pets.

Matthew Bershadker (ASPCA President & CEO)
Matthew Bershadker is the President and CEO of the American Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA), the �rst animal
welfare organization in America and a national leader in the rescue and
protection of at-risk animals. Bershadker is a national leader in modern
animal welfare, and his vision and commitment have catapulted the
ASPCA into a leadership position advancing the �eld’s evolution and
national impact which he expresses in his blog.

Bruce Friedrich (Director of  The Good Food Institute)
Bruce Friedrich is the co-founder and executive director of the Good Food
Institute, a nonpro�t organization whose goal is to promote the consumption of
plant based meat, dairy, eggs, and cultured meat (meat grown from animal cells) by
raising awareness with scienti�c research and establishing alternate food service
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providers. Friedrich has also written about food sustainability for the Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles
Times, The Guardian, Wired, and other publications.

Claudine Andre
Andre is the Belgian founder of the Lola ya bonobo, one of the only
sanctuaries for orphaned bonobos located in the republic of Congo. Because
of illegal bushmeat hunting and widespread poverty, many bonobos are
orphaned at young ages.

Andrea Gung
Andrea founded the Duo Duo Project in 2013, a not-for-pro�t
organization dedicated to ending the dog meat trade.

Claire Palmer
Claire Palmer is the International Director of the Animal Justice

Project which she founded in 2014. She has over 10 years experience
working within animal welfare and rights, but is mostly in the �eld of
campaigns and undercover investigations.

Gene Baur
Gene Baur is an author and animal rights activist who founded the organization
Farm Sanctuary, which is one of the �rst animal shelters for livestock. He has been
called the conscience of the food movement by Time Magazine and is known for
opposing factory farming.
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Independent Animal Rights Activists

Temple Grandin
Temple Grandin is an American activist and scientist focusing on better treatment of
livestock in slaughterhouses. She has made several advancements in the livestock industry
to not only make the process more e�cient, but more humane as well. Some ways
Grandin has improved slaughterhouse procedures include an objective numeral scoring
system of how humane a slaughterhouse is, multiple scienti�c papers on the behavior of
livestock, and multiple systems and equipment which are now commonplace in almost all
slaughterhouses.

O�r Drori
An Israeli activist and writer in Central Africa, O�r started as an activist against
wildlife tra�cking, and expanded  to democracy and human rights activism
throughout Africa. In  2012 he was awarded the World Wildlife Fund Duke of
Edinburgh Conservation Medal for his work. He also received the Interpol
Ecomessage Award, The Clark Bavin Enforcement Award, the Future For
Nature Award, and the Shining World Compassion Award.

Dr. Aysha Akhtar
Dr. Akhtar is a researcher in neurology and the connection between humans and
animals and how that connection positively a�ects us. She has written multiple books
on the subject and draws information from medicine, history, and personal experience
to prove that animals help our well being.

Zoe Rosenberg
Zoe Rosenberg is an eighteen year old american rights activist. When she was only eleven
years old she started Happy Hen Animal Sanctuary which has now grown to be one of
the largest animal sanctuaries in the west coast. She has made multiple speeches and has
won awards for her activism. She has also been detained multiple times for her sometimes
disruptive protests which include super-gluing her hand to the front desk in protest of
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the conditions at animal facilities that supply whole foods, chaining herself to a gate at a
slaughterhouse, and running into a baseball �eld during a game.

Niki Ford
Niki Ford is an animal rights activist who has brought
increased attention to the long list of problems with the animal
exhibitors that UniverSoul Circus uses, and has changed the
minds of many people to stop going to the circus where
animals are kept in cages.

James Aspey
James Aspey is an Australian animal rights activist who is most known for
staying completely silent for a year to raise awareness for animal cruelty. He
often does other unusual actions to raise awarness for animal cruelty.
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